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Sharing Nature~Enriching Lives. Since 1979.

ROGUE RIVER

LODGE-TO-LODGE RAFTING

The Rogue River is one of the most famous rivers in the American West and, for
good reason. Flowing from Oregon’s Cascade Mountains to the Pacific Ocean,
our Rogue River rafting trips take place on the most scenic section flowing
through the heart of the Rogue River Wilderness. Fun, intermediate rapids, warm
water and a green-forested canyon make the Rogue River the perfect natural playground. ROW Adventures’ Rogue River whitewater rafting trips are particularly
unique because each night you stay at a remote riverside lodge where you enjoy
your own room with private bathroom.
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AT A GLANCE
DURATION 3-4 days; 45 miles
INTENSITY Beginner-Intermediate; Class II-IV Rapids
SEASON May-September
MINIMUM AGE 7
BEGINS IN Merlin, Oregon
ENDS IN Merlin, Oregon
AIRPORT Medford, Oregon (45 minutes away)
TRIP DATES
Departure dates available every Saturday and Sunday
June-August. Call for specific departure dates in May
and September.
TRIP COSTS
ADULT Starting at $975
YOUTH Starting at $895

TRIP INCLUDES
Services of our talented adventure consultants and
professional guides, all meals/beverages as indicated
in itinerary, all rafting gear, transportation to/from river
DOES NOT INCLUDE
Airfare/transportation beginning and ending points,
gratuities, travel protection plan, pre-& post-trip hotel,
items of a personal nature
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ABOUT OREGON’S ROGUE RIVER
Rogue River rafting is nothing like anything else in the United States where can you raft a wilderness river and stay in a comfortable lodge each evening! ROW Adventures is one of few outfitters able to provide these Rogue River lodge-based trips due to our relationships with the exclusive lodges along the Rogue River.
Rogue River Rafting in Oregon's stunning wilderness background is one of the most exciting
summer trips we have. Congress recognized the Rogue River’s special qualities when it was
designated as one of the original Wild & Scenic Rivers in 1968 because of its beauty, vast repertoire of wildlife, rich flora and diversity of life. It is the home to a number of pioneer homesteads
which are a big part of the lore of the Wild West. The Rogue River also provides freshwater habitat to large annual ocean-going salmon and steelhead runs and is home to a diversity of flora
and fauna that is unmatched anywhere in the Pacific Northwest.
The Rogue River in Oregon flows from the Cascade Mountain Range near Crater Lake National
Park. It passes through a wide variety of topography including dramatic natural rock formations
and its canyons are home to a large amount of wildlife and an abundance of a variety of flora.
This Oregon rafting trip boasts of over 80 rapids and whitewater treats that are exciting to all levels of river rafters.
Our unique Oregon rafting on the Rogue River include lodge-based trips that give you the best
of both worlds - outdoor rafting fun during the day and comfort of a lodge at night. The lodges
are basic but comfortable, set in remote wilderness near the river. As the sun shines down on
the Rogue River you are surrounded by the untamed natural beauty of the Northwest U.S. The
Rogue winds down from the awe-inspiring Cascades and makes its way down to the rough, untarnished coastline. This rafting tour takes you on over 40 miles of the best parts of the Rogue.
The rapids on this river make a perfect rafting adventure for your family. The Rogue accommodates any experience level, whether beginner or intermediate, so anyone can enjoy the whitewater excitement. Famous rapids like Rainie Falls and Blossom Bar make the adrenaline fueled trip
absolutely unforgettable. Feeling adventurous? Try an inflatable kayak (duckie) for an experience you'll never forget on the rapids.
The Rogue River was named by French fur trappers who arrived here in the early 1820’s and
had skirmishes with the local Indians of the area. The French called these people “les Coquins”
which means “the Rogues” and named the river “La Riviere aux Coquins,” the Rogue River.
Our trips flow through the most remote and scenic canyons of the Rogue River where the surrounding forest is brimming with wildlife, watching your every move as you cascade down the
river. Most people leave with memories of river otters and deer, and if you're lucky you may even
see a black bear on the shores. Another wildlife highlight is the incredible variety of birds you'll
see swooping gracefully through the air and perching on pine branches. Keep an eye out for
osprey, great blue herons, and the majestic bald eagle.
The Siskiyou and Klamath Mountains, through which the Rogue River flows, are world renowned
for botanical diversity. During our spring rafting trips on the Rogue the canyon is in full bloom.
There are a number of unique and rare plants including various mosses and fungi. It’s always
exciting to find the endemic Rogue River stonecrop (Sedum moranii) sometimes found on cliff
faces and rocky outcrops. The white flowered ginger is another beautiful species we see as we
raft the Rogue River.
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GETTING THERE
The Wild and Scenic section of the Rogue River is located in Southwest Oregon 20 miles northwest of the city of Grants Pass. The nearest airline service is located in the city
of Medford about 50 miles from our Rogue River launch point in Merlin, Oregon. Interstate 5 is the main highway into the area.
Approximate Driving Distance to Merlin:
Seattle (413) miles 7.25 hours
Medford (37 miles) 45 minutes
Sacramento (345 miles) 5.75 hours
Los Angeles (727 miles) 12.5 hours
Reno (341 miles) 6 hours

Portland (240 miles) 4.5 hours
Redding (186 miles) 3.25 hours
San Francisco (399 miles) 6.75 hours
Boise (517 miles) 10.5 hours
Las Vegas (780 miles) 14 hours

Whether driving or flying, we encourage you to arrive in the area the night before your trip. There are a number of motels and campgrounds in the area and reservations are
strongly recommended. The following lodge and motels are easy to find.
Merlin Area Accommodations
Morrison’s Lodge (800) 826-1963; Galice Resort (541) 476-3818; The Riverhouse Camp Lodge (541) 472-1052, Doubletree Ranch (541) 476-0120
Grants Pass Motels
Best Western (800) 553-7666; Holiday Inn Express (800) 838-7666; The Riverside Inn (800) 334-4567
Medford Motels
Rogue Regency Inn (800) 535-5805
Camping is available near Galice at Indian Mary Campground and at Alameda Bar. Reservations are needed during the summer and can be made though the Park Service:
(541) 474-5285.
Meeting Time: We recommend that guests arrive in the area the night before launch day. We will meet you at Morrison’s Lodge near Merlin, Oregon at 5:45pm the evening
prior to your departure date for a one-hour orientation meeting to answer last minute questions and give you your waterproof bags to pack. This is an important meeting, so
please be on time. The next morning, we will meet you around 7:45am at Morrison’s and transport you to the launch point for your trip. Please have breakfast on your own before we meet.
The return trip to Morrison’s includes a scenic 2 hour van shuttle (this shuttle is included in your trip fees) back over the mountains, which arrives at approximately 5pm.
If You Drive: From I-5 (north or south) take Exit 61 to Merlin. Merlin is 3 miles west of I-5. Turn left (west) onto Merlin-Galice Road and go 12 1⁄2 miles. You will cross a large, yellow bridge over the Rogue River about two miles before you reach Morrison's Lodge, which will be on your right.
If You Fly: The nearest airport is located in Medford, Oregon – the Rogue Valley International Medford Airport – which is approximately 28 miles south of Grants Pass. United,
United Express, Horizon/Alaska and Delta Connection service this airport. Shuttle service can be arranged from the airport to your accommodations in Grants Pass or Merlin.
This shuttle can also pick you up at Morrison’s the afternoon you return from the river and return you to the airport or, to your accommodations if your flight is not until the following day. For assistance with shuttle service, call Affordable Shuttles (541) 479-1042 or Galice Resort (541) 476-3818. Please note: The fees that these shuttle companies
charge are in addition to your trip fees. Private aircraft can fly into Grants Pass, Oregon Airport-FAA identifier, 3S8. The airport is 5 miles from Grants Pass and about 20 minutes from our meeting point at Morrison’s Lodge.
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ITINERARY
Day 0 - Arrive in Merlin, OR; Morrison’s Lodge
Activities: Orientation meeting, dinner on your own
Travel to Merlin, Oregon and meet your Team Leader at Morrison's Lodge at 5:45pm
for a one-hour orientation meeting to answer last minute questions. You will receive
your waterproof gear bags (one for every two people) to pack. Dinner is on your own.
Day 1 - Rainie Falls; Black Bar Lodge
Activities: Safety orientation, rafting, dinner at lodge
On the first day of your Rogue River rafting trip we greet you at 7:45am at Morrison's
Lodge. We will then depart for the Rand Boat Launch put-in as a group. We then fit
you with the correct sized PFD (personal flotation device) and then give a safety talk
to prepare you for the trip. After the safety talk we divide into oar rafts, paddle rafts
and inflatable kayaks or "duckies" as we call them. Anyone who drove their own vehicle to Merlin can park their cars at Morrison's Lodge in a secure area to stay during
the Rogue River rafting trip. We like to launch at Rand Boat Launch because it is
away from the clusters of people that can be at the Galice Resort during the height of
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the summer. The river starts off gently, but it isn’t long before we come to our first fun
rapids. Sometime before noon, we enter the Congressionally-designated Wild & Scenic section of the Wild Rogue River at a rapid called Grave Creek. Generally, we will
eat lunch the first day around the Class V rafting rapid called Rainie Falls (guests
walk around this rapid). The afternoon is filled with several Class II and Class III rapids and we arrive at Black Bar Lodge around 4:30 or 5:00pm. While you are being assigned to your cabin and cleaning up, we prepare the evenings hors d’oeuvres as
well as complimentary regional wine, beer and sodas for you to enjoy before dinner.
You might want to take a short hike around the property, visit with your fellow travelers, or play a few games that are offered at the lodge. Around 7:00pm dinner is
served in the cozy lodge dining room. Lodge dinners are served family-style with long
tables. After dinner, guests can play cards, visit, play the lodge guitar or go outside
and gaze at a star-filled sky. Around 10:00pm the Black Bar Lodge's generator is shut
down, so we encourage you to bring flashlights since the property can get very dark.

Day 2 - Rogue River Ranch; Marial Lodge
Activities: Breakfast, rafting, Rogue River Ranch, dinner at lodge
Coffee and tea is served in the lodge dining room around 8:00am with breakfast
served about 8:30. After breakfast it’s time to pack up and then we carry our gear
back to the rafts in the river and launch around 9:00 am for another day of exploring
and fun. Today on your Rogue River rafting trip in Oregon you go through a series of
bouncing, exciting Class II and III rapids. We stop for lunch somewhere along the
way, perhaps at a historic site or spot with a good walk. Later in the afternoon we arrive at the Rogue River Ranch. The Rogue River Ranch is a fascinating place to visit
and a vivid example of early pioneer history.
Later in the afternoon we arrive at Marial Lodge, home for our second night. Once
again, guests are assigned cabins and then we serve our delicious hors d’ouvres for
the ROW “happy hour.” Dinner is served around 6:30pm here and again is a familystyle affair, this time with round tables. After dinner, one of our guides will generally
lead guests on a nice hike down a trail that leads to a spectacular waterfall. Then enjoy the deck with calming views of the river canyon before heading to bed. The power
generator is never turned off at this lodge, so there is power available all night.
Day 3-4 - Mule Creek Canyon; Blossom Bar; Devils Staircase
Activities: Breakfast, rafting, return to Morrison’s Lodge
Wake up to the sound of birdsong and quiet. Breakfast is served around 8:00am. After breakfast everyone packs up and then we back for rafting on the Rogue River
around 9:00am. The third day is where the most spectacular rapids occur when rafting the Rogue River. Guests experience Mule Creek Canyon, Blossom Bar, and Devils
Staircase rapids--all three of which are Class IV. On our 4-day trips, we stop at Paradise Lodge on day 3, which allows us some extra time in the afternoon to do some
fishing, read a book, play some cards, or enjoy the company of those around you!
After those three rapids, the rest of the trip is relatively easy Class II and III rapids.
When the sun is high overhead we stop at a shady spot for lunch. After another bountiful riverside lunch we continue to the take-out at Foster Bar. We generally arrive
about 3:00pm and then load up into vans for the two hour drive over the mountains
back to Morrison's Lodge. We would plan to have you back at your vehicle around
5:00 or 5:30pm.
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Extend Your Stay!
There’s no end to the variety of things to do near the Rogue. You might consider visiting Crater Lake National Park to the north, or Redwoods National Park, or Oregon
Caves to the south. If you’ve got a small group of six or more, our custom trip options
can extend your Rogue trip by 2-4 days. On these custom tours, we provide transport, unique local accommodations, meals, and a professional and jovial guide. Trips
run to/from the Medford airport, making it easy for you and we’ll keep the fun, learning, and laughter going from start to finish!

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL
ROW is dedicated to sustainable travel and adheres to the highest standards of stewardship for the environment and cultures in the areas where we operate. With superlative guides and artfully orchestrated itineraries, our goal is to connect people in a
meaningful and personally relevant way to the places we visit. We work to inspire
guests to become actively involved in, and advocates for, the preservation and conservation of the places they visit.

Environmental Ethics
One of our core values is respecting the Earth. We practice this at all levels at ROW, from our
office and field operations where we try to minimize our footprint through wise energy use,
recycling, reducing and reusing. We source as many of our supplies and food locally as is
possible. A small example of our care is the use of Fair Trade and shade grown coffee on our
trips.

We observe wildlife in a sensitive manner, while enlightening our guests on the history
of the plants and animals before us. Through education, we believe we can increase
understanding and awareness of our world and its precious species.

Economic Responsibility
ROW Adventures is a strong advocate for wild rivers. We support many river conservation
groups with both time and money. We also encourage our guests to help. When you receive
your invoice from us, you will find a $1 per person per day voluntary donation included. For
our Rogue River trips this money goes to the Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Center and the
Rogue River Keeper program. Both are superb non-profit conservation groups working to protect wild rivers, fish and clean water for the communities that depend on them. If you choose
not to donate simply delete this item from your invoice when you remit payment.

ROW’s trips support the local economy. We hire local guides and buy all our trip provisions and food in local communities. This means our trips and the money you pay for
them has a significant impact to our local area.
Our trips offer an excellent opportunity for our guests to interact with locals, providing
a cultural element that allows you to learn more about the American West.
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TYPES OF WATERCRAFT
Paddle Raft or Stern Mount - Teamwork and fun are key elements of paddle rafting!
With paddle in hand, your guide helps you navigate the rapids. To maximize the fun
ROW uses the smallest possible paddle rafts for each river and water condition.
These rafts are 12-16 feet and carry from five to seven passengers plus a guide. Usually the guide also uses a paddle, but we sometimes add two oars in the back for additional strength and maneuverability. This hybrid raft is known as a stern mount.

Sweep Rafts - On trips larger than 13 guests ROW runs a sweep raft. This boat and
guide arrive early in camp and set up the kitchen as well as the spacious tents that
ROW provides. When the rest of the group arrives all you have to do is carry your personal gear to the tent of your choice and roll out your sleeping bag.

Daring Duckies - ROW's name for inflatable kayaks, Daring Duckies™ are 11-13 feet
long and carry one or two people. Even with no prior experience, these stable craft
allow you to enjoy the thrill of the river kayaking within minutes of putting on your flotation device and helmet. On appropriate rivers, you can reserve one for exclusive use,
or share with others on the trip.
Oar Rafts - The perfect place to kick back, take pictures and enjoy the scenery.
Rowed by a skilled guide using wooden oars, these 16-18 foot rafts have lots of room.
Custom-made aluminum boxes carry our kitchen and dry goods. Huge coolers
packed with ice carry fresh food and cold beverages. The padded passenger seat
across the front doubles as a kitchen table at camp.

Voyageur Canoe - On the Missouri River ROW runs 34' canoes that replicate those
early fur traders used. Carrying 10-16 paddlers, these stable and maneuverable canoes create the perfect platform to gaze upon the passing scenery and tell stories of
the river. Smaller 17' canoes are also available.
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TRIP DETAILS
When to Go
Weather in any river canyon can vary widely day to day. However, the Rogue’s typical
daytime temperatures can climb into the 80’s & 90’s, with the water temperature generally 60-70 degrees. Early and late season trips can also have temperatures ranging
from 60-80. While blue skies & sunshine are predominant, rain can happen any time
so please bring rain gear!

Guidelines for Gratuities
If you are happy with the service you receive, it will be more than welcome. Tipping is
a very personal matter and the decision to tip and how much to give is entirely yours.
If you believe your guide deserves a tip, a suggested range is from 7-12% of your trip
cost. If you had the time of your life, then the sky is the limit! We also appreciate your
comments. We use your feedback to recognize extraordinary guest service and to
discover areas where we can make improvements. Our goal is to exceed your expectations! Tips can be given to the “ROW Team Leader”, who will distribute equally
among the crew.

Additional FAQ
What are typical meals on the river?
You won’t have to worry about going hungry on our trips. We feed you from lunch the first day
through lunch the last day. The food is fantastic (even if we do say so ourselves), and there is
plenty of it. While we provide a modest amount of beer and wine, you are welcome to bring
additional beer, wine, soda or other refreshments. We ask that beer and soda not be in glass
containers. Please note that on our Rogue River lodge trips the lodges the lodges provide
meals from a set menu; therefore, they may not be as flexible in regards to dietary needs. If
you would like to discuss your specific needs with an Adventure Consultant please feel free
to give us a call at 1-800-451-6034.

What type of watercraft do you use?
In addition to the cargo boat that carries our overnight gear, we use three other kinds
of river craft. The traditional raft is a 16-foot self-bailing, oar-powered raft which a
guide controls with two large oars. (Many companies use 18-22 foot rafts, which take
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a good deal of the fun out of the rapids.) We also offer smaller 14-foot paddle rafts.
Four to six people paddle while a guide steers. On some stretches of river, we can
add inflatable kayaks, or Daring Duckies, to the mix.
You have the choice to ride in any of these boats, and many people enjoy trying all
three during a trip. On the few trips we operate with less than 13 guests, we may not
have enough people to support a paddle raft. (We will still have duckies on smaller
trips, if requested.)
Who guides your trips?
On any river trip, the guides are the most important factor for your safety, enjoyment,
and the success of the trip. ROW guides are exceptional people with years of river
experience. We maintain a tobacco-free policy and most of our guides have taken
interpretation courses from certified instructors. We look for guides who are willing
and eager to share, teach, listen, learn, laugh, play, discuss, and, above all, work
hard to provide a safe, relaxed and spontaneous adventure. Guides show you the
way to a nearby hot spring, give a fly-fishing lesson, or just to sit and visit with the
group. Our guides are the main reason many of our guests return to ROW time and
time again. (References gladly provided.)
What gear do I need?
All your clothing and personal items should fit into a soft-sided duffel bag (maximum
duffel size: 24” long by 13” wide by 12” high). When you meet us for your trip, we will
provide you with a dry bag that you can put your duffel bag into. We will also have
small day bags available for items you want access to during the day such as sunscreen, sunglasses, waterproof cameras, etc.
Your cabins have beds and showers...you don’t need to bring bedding or towels.
River attire is very casual – comfort and convenience take precedence over style!
Please refer to our Rogue River Gear list for recommended clothing and personal
items to bring for lodge trips. Clothing should be fast drying. Cotton materials, such
as jeans and sweatshirts, are poor choices for wearing on the river. When they get
wet, they may take days to dry. Synthetic materials such as nylon and capilene dry
quickly and are also cool on hot days. If you are a sensitive to the sun, be sure to
bring long sleeved shirts, long pants, socks and a hat to protect your skin. Sunburn

on the river happens fast and can be severe. Since the lodges run their power by generators, please no hair dryers or curling irons.
How fit do I need to be?
The level of fitness required depends on the river you choose. On ROW's trips lasting
three or more days, you have a choice of craft. Oar-powered rafts are those where the
guide rows and you simply relax (or hold on in the rapids) and these require very little
effort. Paddle rafts and duckies require more effort as you will have a paddle in your
hands and will be paddling during the rapids. You should be reasonably healthy, and
must be able to fit into the PFD we provide. (Any person weighing more than 260
pounds, or having a chest size greater than 52" should contact our office before signing up for any trip.)
On some of our more challenging rivers where unintentional swimming, long hiking or
high elevations are a possibility, a higher level of fitness is advised. Always discuss
with our staff if you're unsure what's acceptable for you. If you're still in doubt about
your ability to go rafting, or your fitness, check with your doctor before you go. While
many trips require little physical fitness, being in good shape will enhance your vacation.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
OUR COMMITMENT
Our hope is that your first trip with ROW Adventures is just
one of many. Thus our goal is to provide thorough and complete communications and be clear with the details of our
agreement with you. Because the fine print sometimes
changes, you will receive the most current Terms & Conditions along with your travel documents at the time of booking.
PREPARING FOR YOUR TRIP
We do our best to provide you with all kinds of great resources to prepare for your trip. These include packing lists,
reading lists, detailed itineraries and more. All of our multiday
river camping trips include tents, sleeping bags and pads. In
most cases we will even help you book a hotel room prior to
and after your trip. The reservation packet that we send you
will include a detailed gear list of what you should bring.
Most of our trips are suitable for beginners; however, some
are more active than others. A spirit of flexibility and adventure is a good thing to bring along. It’s important that you understand the physical requirements for whatever trip you
choose. If you’re not sure about this, or you’re not sure which
trip or date will best meet your needs, please call for advice
from our talented and knowledgeable Adventure Consultants.
Be sure to read the “Trip Member’s Responsibility” below and
if you have any medical concerns we encourage you to
speak with your doctor before reserving space on a trip. If
you are planning a special event during the trip such as a
birthday or anniversary, please let us know as we always
have a few surprises up our sleeves. On our trip application
form you can indicate any food need you might have and
we’re happy to accommodate those.

receive a copy of your completed trip application. Credit cards
are accepted for deposits only – the balance must be paid by
check. While it is often possible to join one of our trips on short
notice, space is limited and we recommend you sign up well in
advance.
DEPOSITS
The following deposit amounts are required to confirm your reservation:
Trips lasting 6 or more days: $500 per person.
Trips lasting 4 or 5 days: $400 per person.
Trips lasting 3 days: $300 per person.
BALANCE DUE
USA-based trips: Full payment is due 60 days prior to departure. International trips: Full payment is due 90 days prior to departure. Reservations made after the balance due date must be
paid in full at the time of booking. We reserve the right to cancel
your reservation if full payment is not received by the due date.
CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS
If you find it necessary to cancel your trip, you should notify
ROW Adventures in writing, by e-mail or fax immediately. If written cancellation is received (call to verify) before the final balance is due, you will be given a refund less the amount of the
deposit.

Deposits are not refundable. If cancellations are made on or
after the final due date, no money will be refunded. If you are
unable to go on the trip, you are welcome to find a replacement
for yourself. Please understand that once you’ve signed up we
lose the right to sell your reserved space to other individuals or
groups. Therefore, we regret that we cannot make exceptions
for personal emergencies. For this reason we strongly recomHOW TO SIGN UP
To make a reservation, please contact us by one of the follow- mend you consider purchasing the Travel Protection Plan ROW
offers.
ing methods: 1) Call us at 800-451-6034 – Monday-Friday
from 8:30 to 5:00 pm Pacific Time. 2) Send us an email at
TRANSFER FEES
info@rowadventures.com 3) Use the “Reserve Spot” tab
If you transfer from one trip to another, there is a $75 per perfound on every trip page on our website.
son charge for USA-based trips up until 60 days prior to departure and a $100 per person charge for international trips up until
We accept all major credit cards for the initial deposit. When
90 days prior to departure. Transfers made after these times
we receive your trip application and deposit we will confirm
are treated as cancellations. Transfer fees for some trips such
your space
as yachting trips are more stringent.
and send you a confirmation packet including a suggested
GROUP AND CHARTER RATES
packing list. However, confirmation is not final until we also
On most trips, we offer a Group Rate for groups of 10 or more.
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We are also happy to arrange private charter trips. Contact us
for details.
TRAVEL PROTECTION PLAN
We strongly recommend that you purchase a travel protection
plan which can include a full trip refund should you cancel at any
time for medical or health reasons. Coverage also includes medical evacuation, trip delay, and other elements. Because so
many of our guests purchase this plan, we add the cost to your
invoice as a convenience and it becomes effective on the day
your premium is received in our office. Should you not wish to
purchase this travel plan, simply deduct its cost from your invoice.
TRIP MEMBER'S RESPONSIBILITY
Trip members have the responsibility to select a trip appropriate
to their abilities and interests. We are happy to discuss the trip
with you if you have any questions or concerns. Trip members
are held responsible for being in sufficient good health to undertake the trip.
Members are also responsible for studying all pre-departure information; for bringing the appropriate clothing and equipment
as detailed therein and for acting in a manner considerate of fellow group members. Any person who is diabetic, epileptic, asthmatic, has a history of heart trouble, is allergic to bee/scorpion
stings or takes daily prescription drugs should include this information on the reservation form or inform our office. Trip members will also alert their guide (s) of any medical history that
could become a problem on the trip. People with a history of
heart trouble, pregnant women or any other potentially serious
medical condition should consult their doctor before coming on a
trip.
RESPONSIBILITY ~ AN IMPORTANT NOTICE
Payment of your deposit represents your acceptance of the following conditions: ROW Inc., ROW Oregon LLC and Remote
Odysseys Worldwide, Inc. (dba ROW Adventures), its subsidiaries and cooperating agencies act only in the capacity of agents
for the participants in all matters relating to transportation and/or
all other related travel services and assume no responsibility or
liability whatsoever for injury, loss or damage to person or property, however caused, in connection with any service, including,
but not limited to, that resulting directly or indirectly from acts of
God, detention, irregularity, annoyance, delays and expenses
arising from strikes, theft, quarantine, pilferage, force majeure,

failure of any means of conveyance to arrive or depart as
schedule, government restrictions or regulations, civil disturbances and discrepancies or changes in transit over which
we have no control. ROW Adventures reserves the right, either prior to or after departure, in its good-faith discretion and
in circumstances that warrant it, to change or re-price any
tour, trip or expedition. This includes the possibility of moving
to a different river or river segment due to extreme water conditions, forest fires, road closures and/or acts of God. If we
are not able to provide a substitute trip, river or altered itinerary and have to cancel the departure completely, you will be
refunded in full. Refunds are limited to the amount actually
paid to ROW Adventures.
For non USA-based trips, ROW Adventures must normally
make substantial payments to its suppliers (hotels, transportation companies, etc.) far in advance of the trip departure
date. If ROW Adventures cancels any tour, trip or expedition
due to acts of insurrection, force majeure, strikes, popular
demonstrations, acts of God, earthquake, flooding, or any
cause beyond its control, ROW Adventures will refund the
portion of the trip cost not already advanced to suppliers and
use its best efforts to recover and refund the balance as
promptly as possible. ROW Adventures reserves the right to
cancel trips that are below the trip minimum (usually 4-5 persons). All trip members will be notified a minimum of 30 days
before the trip departs and will receive a full refund. In the
event of trip cancellation, ROW Adventures is not responsible
for additional expenses incurred by trip members, such as
penalties incurred through the purchase of non-refundable
airline tickets, medical expenses and passport and visa fees.
PERMITTING AGENCIES
ROW Inc., and ROW Oregon, LLC, each doing business as
ROW Adventures, are proud to be an Equal Opportunity recreation service provider under separate permits from the U.S.
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, National
Park Service, and Idaho and Washington State Parks. These
permits allow us to provide services and access to some of
America’s most astounding resources that might otherwise
be inaccessible to most members of the public. ROW Inc.
operates under special use permits granted by the Bureau of
Land Management: Jarbidge, Vale, Cottonwood, Coeur
d’Alene and Judith Resource Areas. We operate under a special use permit granted by the U.S. National Forest Service
on the: Salmon, Payette, Boise, Challis, Clearwater, Umatilla
and Panhandle National Forests. Also the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area and Wallowa-Whitman National Forest.
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ROW Oregon, LLC operates on the Rogue River under permit from the Bureau of Land Management, Medford District
along with the U.S. Forest Service in Siskiyou National Forest. All our operations and facilities are operated on a nondiscriminatory basis.
“The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs and activities on the basis of
race, color, national origin, age, disability and where applicable, sex, marital status, familial status, parental status, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, political beliefs,
reprisal, or because all or part of an individual’s income is
derived from any public assistance program. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities
who require alternative means for communication of program
information (Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 (voice and
TDD). To file a complaint of discrimination, write to USDA,
Director, Office of Civil Rights, 1400 Independence Avenue,
S.W., Washington, DC 20250-9410, or call (800) 795-3272
(voice) or (202) 720-6382 (TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.”
ROW Inc. is bonded and fully licensed by the states of Idaho,
Washington, Montana and Oregon. We are members of:
America Outdoors; Idaho Outfitters and Guides Association;
Montana Outfitters and Guides Association; National Association of Interpretation; Lewis and Clark Heritage Trail Foundation and many other effective organizations.
FOREIGN TRAVEL
Our Galapagos Islands, Baja, Croatia and other non-US trips
are operated by independent suppliers. These trips are arranged through Remote Odysseys Worldwide, Inc. dba ROW
Adventures.
TIERED PRICING
Our trips are budgeted for full or near full sign-ups which enables us to offer trips at the lowest possible price. Because of
numerous fixed costs, it is more expensive to operate a trip
for a small group. Therefore, on some of our trips, in order to
avoid having to cancel a trip, we have a “tier-pricing” system
to avoid canceling a trip with a low number of sign ups. We
have found that most people also prefer this alternative to
having a trip cancelled. Thus, you will not on our trip prices
there is a different price for 6-8 people versus 9-10, versus
11-12. Tier pricing is calculated on the number of full revenue
passengers. Trip physicians, staff or guests of ROW (travel
writers, trip leaders-in-training, office staff, etc.) are not included in the tier pricing structure. Trip costs quoted are
based on foreign exchange rates current at the time of this

printing. We reserve the right to raise the trip fee if there are
exceptional cost increases beyond our control. We will initially invoice you at the higher tier price and refund the difference depending on the final group size.
AIR RESERVATIONS
You may book air transportation for this trip though one of the
airlines online booking sites, by working with a local travel
agent, or contacting ROW’s preferred provider – Exito Travel
at 800-655-4053 or online at wwww.exitotravel.com. This is
an independent company that has wholesale agreements
with several airlines and can often get very good fares. If you
do book online or buy discount tickets through a consolidator,
the tickets can be restrictive and you should review the booking conditions carefully. These tickets tend to have stiff penalties for changes or cancellations. Once you have booked
your flights, please fax or mail us a copy of your air itinerary
so we can inform your trip leader of your expected arrival.
WAITING LISTS
If you wish to be wait-listed for a full trip, the normal deposit
is required. If an opening occurs on the trip, you will be informed and automatically transferred to the trip roster if you
wish to join the trip, subject to the normal cancellation policy
should you accept the slot. Otherwise, your deposit will be
refunded in full. ROW Adventures reserved the right to take
photographic or film records of any of our trips and may use
any such records for promotional and/or commercial purposes. ROW Adventures reserved the right to decline to accept, or restrain from further participation, any person whose
actions or deportment impede trip operations or rights, welfare or enjoyment of other trip members. A refund based on
cost of unused land services is the limit of ROW Adventures
responsibility.

WHY ROW

WILD AND SCENIC
ROGUE RIVER
-You stay in the best-located lodges along the river including Black Bar and Marial providing exclusive accommodations for our groups. Few outfitters can offer a pure lodge-based trip and
many have to camp the first night of the trip because they don’t have the established relationships
that we do.
-Itinerary is designed to visit many different points of interest, taking advantage of all the sites the
river offers. We visit the historic Zane Grey cabin (the author who invented the genre of literature
known as the “Western”), other pioneer homesteads including the Rogue River Ranch, Whisky
Creek cabin and many natural wonders in the river canyon.
-Your trip is led by knowledgeable guides who share the Rogue River canyon's natural and cultural history. Only ROW Adventures specifically trains our guides in this area and most are Certified Interpretive Guides through the National Association for Interpretation.
-Simple logistics are easy whether you are flying or driving into the area.
-Your choice of river craft – since everyone has their own idea of excitement, we bring a variety of
river craft for you to enjoy, including oar rafts, paddle rafts and inflatable kayaks (affectionately
called 'Daring Duckies').

"World's #1 Tour Operator" Travel + Leisure Magazine
"Best Adventure Travel Companies on Earth" National Geographic Adventure
"Tours of a Lifetime" Five-time winner. National Geographic Traveler

ROW ADVENTURES ⏐WWW.ROWADVENTURES.COM
PO Box 579 Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 83816-0579 ⏐ 800.451.6034
⏐ 208.765.0841 ⏐ fax: 208.667.6506 ⏐
info@rowadventures.com

-ROW Adventures has over three decades of experience and is an award-winning outfitter in business under the same ownership since 1979.
-We carry satellite telephones on all trips - for emergency use only.
-Guides join you at all meals, sharing conversation and laughter at meal times and on into the evening.
-We augment the lodge’s meals with our own delicious hors d’oeuvres and fine regional wines
such as Oregon’s famous Pinot Noirs as well as Oregon beers from various craft breweries.
-We offer a number of unique specialty trips such as our culinary Rogue River trips, craft beer
trips, wine-tasting, River Soul Journeys and more.
-Complimentary beer, wine, juice and soda, all in moderate quantities, is provided. We are proud
to serve fine local Oregon and Northwest wines. We always have plenty of ice!
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Sharing Nature~Enriching Lives. Since 1979.

